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Royal Observatory, Greenwich One of the hyper-accurate timekeepers at the observatory British astronomers
have long used the Royal Observatory as a basis for measurement. Four separate meridians have passed
through the buildings, defined by successive instruments. Since the first triangulation of Great Britain in the
period â€”, Ordnance Survey maps have been based on an earlier version of the Greenwich meridian, defined
by the transit instrument of James Bradley. When the Airy circle 5. When Greenwich was an active
observatory, geographical coordinates were referred to a local oblate spheroid called a datum known as a
geoid , whose surface closely matched local mean sea level. Several datums were in use around the world, all
using different spheroids, because mean sea level undulates by as much as metres worldwide. The shift from
several local spheroids to one worldwide spheroid caused all geographical coordinates to shift by many
metres, sometimes as much as several hundred metres. The Prime Meridian of these modern reference systems
is It is now calculated from observations of extra-galactic radio sources. Initially it was dropped by an
operator; from it was released automatically via an electric impulse from the Shepherd Master Clock. This was
possibly the first "international terrorist" incident in Britain. Bourdin died about 30 minutes later. It is not
known why he chose the observatory, or whether the detonation was intended to occur elsewhere. The last
time that all departments were there was Prior to this, the observatory had had to insist that the electric trams
in the vicinity could not use an earth return for the traction current. On 15 October , during the Blitz , the
Courtyard gates were destroyed by a direct bomb hit. The damage was repaired after the war. Although the
Astronomer Royal Harold Spencer Jones moved to the castle in , the scientific staff did not move until the
observatory buildings were completed, in Shortly thereafter, other previously dispersed departments were
reintegrated at Herstmonceux. In the RGO moved again, to Cambridge. A inch reflector can take high
resolution images of the sun, moon and planets. An instrument dedicated to observing the sun. An instrument
with interchangeable filters to view distant nebulae at different optical wavelengths. Observatory museum[
edit ] The observatory buildings at Greenwich became a museum of astronomical and navigational tools,
which is part of the Royal Museums Greenwich. Many additional horological artefacts are displayed,
documenting the history of precision timekeeping for navigational and astronomical purposes, including the
midth-century Russian-made F. Fedchenko clock the most accurate pendulum clock ever built in multiple
copies. It also houses the astronomical instruments used to make meridian observations and the inch equatorial
Grubb refracting telescope of , the largest of its kind in the UK. The Shepherd Clock outside the observatory
gate is an early example of an electric slave clock.
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Illustrated by Frederick Richardson. Beautifully illustrated with 10 color illustrations. Ten fanciful tales that
will delight any child: Book is in good condition. Pages are generally clean, with moderate soiling and signs of
wear throughout. Covers show heavy soiling and wear. Front and rear hinge are split. From a smoke free
home. Plate on front endpaper. Payment is required within 48 hours of purchase. I gladly combine purchases
into one shipment to save you money on postage. Shipping and handling This item will ship to Germany, but
the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Worldwide No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country:
There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5
or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
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Wilson Company When Frank R. Stockton and his wife began housekeeping in Nutley, New Jersey, they
needed a second maid. Stockton went to New York City and procured a girl of about fourteen from an orphan
home. She proved to be a very peculiar character who devoted her spare time to reading blood-curdling books
aloud to herself in the kitchen. Her real name was unknown and she borrowed several romantic ones from her
novels, but Stockton named her Pomona. He wrote a sketch about Pomona for a magazine, imagining her in
the service of a couple who kept house on a canal boat, and it attracted so much interest that he was compelled
to continue the story. He was born in Philadelphia, the son of a writer on religious subjects. Some of his
illustrations appeared in Vanity Fair. In spare moments he began to write fairy tales, for he had been a lover of
dwarfs and giants and magic things since childhood. Some of his stories appeared in juvenile magazines and
soon he left the engraving business for a journalistic career. The writing of fairy tales continued and his first
book was Ting-a-Ling Tales, the title story having appeared originally in the popular but short-lived Riverside
Magazine for Young People, edited by Horace E. Most of his fairy tales appeared in St. He took great pleasure
in writing these tales and always regarded them as his best work. One of the most popular stories, "The Griffin
and the Minor Canon," was written in the English town of Chester and was suggested by the famous Chester
Cathedral. Rudder Grange, which was written for grown-ups but is enjoyed by boys and girls too, did not
appear until Stockton was in middle age. It was followed by The Casting Away of Mrs. Aleshine, the amusing
story of two prim New England ladies who are shipwrecked on a desert island with a male survivor. It
presented an unsolved riddle as to whether the barbaric princess gave her lover to the tiger or to her rival, and
it caused so much discussion in the club that he published it in a magazine. To his surprise, it captured the
public fancy and became the subject of widespread debate which continues to this day. The author was
deluged with inquiring letters, but he refused to solve the puzzle. The Lady or the Tiger?
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Most of his fairy tales appeared in St. Nicholas and were gathered into the well-known volumes Old Pipes and the
Dryad, The Bee-Man of Orn, The Clocks of Rondaine, The Floating Prince, The Queen's Museum, Fanciful Tales, and
others. He took great pleasure in writing these tales and always regarded them as his best work.
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